
 

 
 

Summary   of   Bank   Response   to   My   Bank   My   Future   Petition 

Bank  

1.   Disclose   the   total 
value   and   nature   of 
investments/loans   to 
fossil   fuel   related 
companies   and 
nuclear   related 
companies. 

2.     Adopt   investment 
and   loan   policies   to 
keep   global   warming 
below   1.5-2   degrees 
and   outline   a   roadmap 
to   reduce   portfolio 
emissions   based   on 
scientific   targets. 

3.   Freeze   any   new   investments 
or   loans   in   fossil   fuel   and 
nuclear   related   projects   or 
companies   and   transition   these 
investments   towards   renewable 
energy,   energy   efficiency   or 
socially   responsible   companies 
by   2020.  

Bank   of 
Mitsubishi 
Tokyo   UFJ 

X X X 

Mizuho   Bank X X X 

Sumitomo 
Mitsui   Banking 
Corporation 

△* X X 

Sumitomo 
Mitsui   Trust 
Bank 

X X X 

Norinchukin 
Bank X X X 

Japan   Post   Bank  X X X 

Resona   Bank  No   Response No   Response No   Response 

△*Currently   in   the   process   of   considering   measures   pertaining   to   climate   change   risk   related   disclosures   taking   into   account   the   Paris 
Agreement. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Translation   of   Response   Letter   from   Bank   of   Mitsubishi   Tokyo   UFJ 
 

October   4th   2017 
 
350.   ORG   JAPAN 
Mr.   Furuno 

 
Mitsubishi   UFJ   Financial   Group 

Corporate   Communication   Division 
 

Greetings,  
 
Thank   you   so   much   for   sending   us   “My   Bank   My   Future   Declaration”.   We   will   take   into   account 
the   recommendation   outlined   in   the   declaration   as   valuable   opinions   for   future   reference.  
 
MUFG   considers   environmental   protection   as   a   company   mission   therefore   we   are   taking   steps 
to   reduce   environmental   impacts   in   order   to   contribute   to   achieving   a   sustainable   society.   Also, 
we   have   adopted   “MUFG   Environmental   Statements   and   Policies”   to   tackle   global   issues 
through   financial   mechanisms.  
More   specifically,   in   addition   to   our   adoption   of   the   Equator   Principles,   we   implement   project 
financing   to   renewable   energy   projects   (we   placed   first   in   the   Bloomberg   New   Energy   Finance 
League   Table   2016),   and   issue   “Green   Bonds”   which   the   use   of   funds   are   limited   to   those 
projects   that   pertain   to   environmental   causes   (i.e.   renewable/energy   conservation   projects).  
Since   the   global   warming   issue   is   something   that   we   must   take   on   as   an   international   society, 
we   will   continue   collecting   efforts   from   all   the   group   companies   to   contribute   to   protecting   the 
global   environment.  
 
<Reference> 
Our   efforts   on   environment:   CSR   page 
www/mufg.jp/csr/juten/sustainability/) 
MUFG   integrated   report   on   environmental   efforts   (ESG) 
www/mufg.jp/ir2017/esg/environment 

Yours   Sincerely 
 

[ends] 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 





 
Translation   of   Response   Letter   from   Mizuho   Bank  

Oct   5th   2017  
350.org   Japan 
Mr.   Shin   Furuno 

 
Mizuho   Bank 

Corporate   Communication   Division  
CSR   Promotion   Unit 

 
Greetings,   (Thank   you   so   much   for   your   support.) 
 
Thank   you   so   much   for   sharing   the   information   with   us.The   information   presented   was   also 
disseminated   with   the   divisions   concerned.   We   will   take   them   into   account   as   reference   for   the 
future.   For   the   questions   outlined   in   your   declaration,   please   see   the   following   attachment. 
 
Please   share   information   with   us   in   the   future.  

[Attachment] 
 

In   our   Environmental   Policies,   <Mizuho>   considers   that   working   for   the   environment   is   essential 
for   sustaining   the   company’s   existence   and   activities.   We   also   recognizes   the   potential   risks,   so 
we   voluntarily   and   actively   take   actions   for   tackling   climate   change,   establishing   low   carbon 
society,   creating   a   zero-waste   society,   and   taking   a   preventative   approach   in      protecting 
biodiversity.  
 
“Global   common   goals”   that   contribute   to   the   development   of   a   sustainable   society--   such   as   the 
adoption   of   the   UN   Sustainable   Development   Goals   and   the   new   climate   change   framework,   the 
Paris   Agreement--have   been   set   and   the   expectations   for   companies   to   take   on   solving 
environmental   and   social   issues   including   climate   change   are   higher   than   ever.   Moreover, 
regulatory   bodies   and   institutional   investors   of   major   countries   started   to   recognize   the   risks   and 
opportunities   of   companies   and   impacts   on   business   imposed   by   climate   change.   This   has   lead 
to   the   establishment   of   the   Task   Force   on   Climate-related   Financial   Disclosures   (TCFD)   by   the 
Financial   Stability   Board.   In   June   2017,   TCFD   released   the   recommendation   on   financial 
information   disclosure   on   climate   change. 
 
Mizuho   sees   risks   and   opportunities   on   business   that   stem   from   the   impacts   of   environmental 
issues   including   climate   change,   and   we   will   take   adequate   actions   as   a   financial   institution 
taking   into   account   international   interests   and   trends.  
 
We   currently   do   not   have   any   GHG   emission   reduction   targets   associated   with   the   financial 
services   (loans/investments)   provided   to   companies,   but   we   do   calculate   and   disclose   the   GHG 
emissions   of   a   portion   of   the   project   finance   we   are   involved   in.  
 







 
 

Translation   of   Response   Letter   from   Sumitomo-Mitsui   Financial   Group,   Inc. 
 

October   4th   2017 
350.org   Japan 
Representative   Mr.   Shin   Furuno 
 

Sumitomo-Mitsui   Financial   Group,   Inc. 
Planning   Department   CSR   Division  

 
Response   to   the   letter   dated   September   22   2017 

 
Thank   you   for   your   ongoing   support.   We   had   a   look   at   the   petition   sent   (by   your 
organization).  
 
The   recommendations   we   received   will   be   shared   with   the   department/divisions   concerned.  
 
Concerning   the   recommendation   1   and   2   you   outlined   in   your   petition,   our   group   prohibits 
financing   projects   which   might   have   significant   reverse   effects   on   the   environment   in 
accordance   with   our   credit   policy   and   the   Equator   Principles.  
In   addition,   we   are   currently   in   the   process   of   considering   measures   pertaining   to   climate 
change   risk   related   disclosures   taking   into   account   the   Paris   Agreement. 
 
Regarding   recommendation   3,   our   group   has   been   working   on   the   promotion   of   renewable 
energy   through   the   issuance   of   green   bonds,   which   are   the   first   ever   to   be   issued   by   any 
commercial   banks   in   Japan. 
We   will   continue   to   actively   contribute   to   the   promotion   of   renewable   energies   and   energy 
conservation   projects.  

[ends] 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 




